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"TWO GUN" BOB: IDAHO'S SHOWMAN

Publicists called him the rightful heir to Bat Masterson and Wyatt Earp, a quick-draw gunman who from a distance of 25 feet could split a bullet on the edge of an ax, or toss a bottle into the air and shoot through its cork and bottom without breaking the sides. To Al Capone he was the cowboy from Boise who captured Chicago headlines by calling the gangsters "starched-up little pets" and challenging them all to a gunfight. To Sunset Magazine, reporting on Idaho in 1924, he was the adventurer who filmed and photographed a Snake River wonderland of lava flows, ice caves, natural bridges and Indian petroglyph fields. To Calvin Coolidge and the U.S. Geological Survey the same showman-naturalist was a serious man of science and the driving force behind the presidential proclamation that created a national monument at Craters of the Moon.

Robert W. Limbert saw Idaho as a fantasyland and packaged it for the nation. A visionary, he used photography and popular science to picture the state as a tourist mecca in an era of rising nostalgia for America's lost frontier.

Born in 1885 and raised in Omaha, Nebraska, Limbert moved to Boise at age 26 to enter the taxidermy business. In 1915 his bizarre collection of stuffed animals and other Idaho curios —
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including an 11-foot model of a Russet Burbank potato — won acclaim and a sack full of medals at San Francisco’s international expo.

Collector, fiction writer, filmmaker and dude-ranch entrepreneur, Limbert was known most of all for astonishing work with a Graflex camera. Capturing a region still largely untouched by tourism and urbanization, his photos of wildlife, Indians, rock art, mountains and vertical canyons — more than 8,000 pictures in all — are a rich archive of information that help modern scholars assess environmental changes on the plain. Today that photographic record, together with many of Limbert’s pamphlets and papers, is open to researchers at the Boise State University Library Special Collections Department.